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A Portfolio Rebalancing Theory of Disposition Effect

Abstract

The disposition effect (i.e., the tendency of investors to sell winners while holding on

to losers) has been widely documented, and behavioral explanations have dominated the

extant literature. In this paper, we develop a portfolio rebalancing model with transaction

costs to explain the disposition effect. We show that almost all of the disposition effect

patterns found in the existing literature are consistent with the optimal trading strategies

implied by our model, with or without capital gains tax. In addition, our model can also

explain why the probability of selling can increase with the magnitude of losses, which is

inconsistent with prospect theory and regret aversion.
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1 Introduction

The disposition effect, i.e., the tendency of investors to sell winners while holding on

to losers, has been widely documented in the empirical literature. For example, using

data containing 10,000 stock investment accounts in a U.S. discount brokerage from

1987 through 1993, Odean (1998) conducts a careful set of tests of the disposition effect

hypothesis and concludes that the disposition effect exists across years and investors.1

Behavioral types of explanations, such as loss aversion, mental accounting, regret aversion,

and utility from gain/loss realizations have dominated the extant literature.2 In this

paper, we develop an optimal portfolio rebalancing model with transaction costs and

time-varying expected returns to show that almost all of the disposition effect patterns

found in the existing literature are consistent with the optimal trading strategies implied

by our model. Our model can also help to explain why investors may sell winners that

subsequently outperform losers that they hold, as found by some previous studies. In

addition, our model can also explain why the probability of selling can increase with the

magnitude of losses, which is inconsistent with prospect theory and regret aversion.

More specifically, we consider a model in which a small investor (i.e., who has no

price impact) can trade a risk free asset and multiple risky assets (“stocks”) to maximize

the expected utility from the final wealth at a finite horizon. Trading in any of the

stocks is subject to fixed transaction costs and short-sale constraints. The expected

returns may depend on stochastic predictive variables. We solve for the optimal trading

strategies and compute various disposition measures using numerical and Monte Carlo

simulation methods. We show that not only can our portfolio rebalancing model generate

the disposition effect qualitatively, but also the magnitude of the implied disposition

effect can closely match those found in the empirical literature. For example, for some

reasonable parameter values with 10 stocks in a portfolio, the probability that a sale is

a gain is much greater than that it is a loss. In addition, the ratio (PGR) of realized

gains to the sum of realized gains and paper gains is about 0.129, while the ratio (PLR)

1 See also, Shefrin and Statman (1985), Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001), Kumar (2009), and Ivkovi
and Weisbenner (2009).

2 See e.g., Shefrin and Statman (1985), Odean (1998), and Barberis and Xiong (2009). In contrast to
Shefrin and Statman (1985) and Odean (1998), Barberis and Xiong (2009) conclude that loss aversion
may lead to selling losses sooner than selling gains, the opposite of the observed disposition effect, and
suggest that assuming utility on realization of gains and disutility from realization of losses can better
explain the disposition effect.
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of realized losses to the sum of realized losses and paper losses is about 0.052. For

comparison, Odean (1998) reports these ratios of 0.148 and 0.098, respectively (Table I

in Odean (1998)). In addition, among all of the sales, gains account for more than 81%,

which also suggests that an investor is much more likely to realize a gain than a loss.

The main intuition for why our model can generate the disposition effect is as follows.

To trade off risk and returns, it is optimal for an investor to keep the stock risk exposure

within a certain range (e.g., between 10,000 and 12,500 U.S. dollars of market value in a

stock for CARA preferences). If the risk exposure increases beyond the upper limit after

rises in the stock price, the investor sells, and the sale is more likely a gain. If the risk

exposure decreases beyond the lower limit after decreases in the stock price, the investor

buys additional shares instead of selling.3 In addition, because stocks that are bought

have positive expected returns, overall there are gains more often than losses. As a result,

the investor realizes gains more often than losses, consistent with the disposition effect.

In our model, it is this portfolio rebalancing need to keep risk exposure within a certain

range that drives the disposition effect.4

Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) show that the probability of a sale is greater for

positions with a large paper gain or a large loss, i.e., the plot of the probability of a

sale against paper profit displays a V-shaped pattern. Theories based on behavioral

biases such as the prospect theory and regret aversion predict that the larger the loss the

less likely investors sell, which is opposite to the finding that the probability of selling

increases with the loss magnitude. We show that the V-shape result is consistent with the

optimal trading strategy in our model. The main intuition is that when a stock position

incurs a large loss, investors significantly reduce the estimate of the expected return of

the stock and thus may decide to sell the stock, while after a large gain, the investors

optimally sell to reduce the risk exposure to the stock.

The key role of transaction costs is to make it possible to match closely the magnitudes

of the disposition effect reported in the existing literature. Without transaction costs,

3 Selling a stock with a loss requires the upper limit of the risk exposure to fall faster than the
decline in the stock price. However, Ceteris paribus, after a decrease in the stock price, the risk exposure
decreases and thus it is more likely that the investor needs to buy.

4 Although we consider a small investor whose trades have no price impact and thus adopt a partial
equilibrium model, this contrarian type of strategy can arise in equilibrium. For example, Dorn and Strobl
(2009) show that in the presence of information asymmetry, the less informed can be contrarians while
the more informed can be momentum traders in equilibrium. An equilibrium model with heterogeneous
agents can also justify the contrarian type of trading strategies for some investors (e.g., Basak (2005)).
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the investor trades continuously, and thus there are no paper gains or losses, given any

time interval. Therefore, both PLR and PGR ratios would be equal to 1 almost surely,

and thus a portfolio model without transaction costs would not be able to explain the

empirically found disposition effect magnitudes as measured by PGR − PLR. With

transaction costs, however, when the investor sells a stock, it might be optimal not to

trade some other stocks. As a result, there can be paper gains and paper losses, which

implies that both PGR and PLR are less than 1 almost surely. In addition, as the number

of stocks in a portfolio increases, the number of stocks with paper gains and paper losses

also increases. In the extreme, when the number of stocks tends to infinity, the numbers

of stocks with paper gains and paper losses also tend to infinity, and thus both PGR

and PLR tend to zero. Therefore, the existence of transaction costs in practice can be

important for explaining the empirically found magnitudes of the disposition effect.

Our model can also help to explain why investors may sell winners that subsequently

outperform the losers that they hold. The intuition is that if the expected return of

a stock increases with a predictive variable that is positively correlated with the stock

return, then conditional on a positive shock to the stock return, the average level of the

predictive variable is greater than that conditional on a negative shock. Because a rise

in the stock’s price can increase the investor’s risk exposure beyond the optimal range, it

can still be optimal to sell it even though its expected return becomes higher. In addition,

because of the presence of transaction costs, it can be optimal to hold on to losers even

though the expected return may have decreased after a negative shock. Therefore, the

average return of a winner sold can subsequently outperform that of a loser held.

For a portfolio rebalancing model with multiple stocks but without transaction costs

or other frictions (e.g., Merton (1971)), it is optimal to buy some amount of another stock

after a sale of a stock to rebalance risk exposure. Odean (1998) finds that even among

the sales after which there are no new purchases in three weeks, the disposition effect

still exists, which suggests that portfolio rebalancing is unlikely to explain the disposition

effect in this subsample. In the presence of transaction costs, however, when it is optimal

to sell a stock, it is possible (and likely) that, for other stocks, the risk exposures are still

within the respective optimal ranges, and thus it can be optimal not to buy any of the

other stocks after a sale for a period of time. To examine if our model can also generate

the disposition effect conditional on there not being an immediate purchase of another
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stock after a sale, we conduct a similar analysis using only the sample paths along which

there is no additional purchase of another stock in three weeks after a sale. We find that

our model can indeed produce the disposition effect in this subsample (with a PGR of

0.127 and a PLR of 0.053).

Odean (1998) also considers a subsample in which investors sell the entire position of

a stock and shows that even in this subsample, the disposition effect still appears. He

suggests that portfolio rebalancing motives are unlikely to explain the disposition effect

in this subsample, because for portfolio rebalancing purposes, an investor is unlikely to

sell the entire position since keeping a positive exposure to the stock risk seems optimal.

We show that it can be optimal to liquidate the entire position of a stock for portfolio

rebalancing purposes. For example, if at the time of a sale, the expected excess return

is negative at least for a short period of time and investors cannot short sell, then it is

optimal to sell the entire position. In addition, the disposition effect can arise even when

the investor sells all of the holdings in a stock, consistent with the findings of Odean

(1998). Intuitively, if the stock price and the expected return are negatively correlated,

then after an increase in the stock price (and thus likely a gain), the expected return

of the stock may turn significantly negative, and thus it may be optimal to completely

liquidate the entire position in the presence of short-sale constraints.

In addition, Odean (1998) finds a “reverse disposition effect” when he computes similar

ratios to PGR and PLR, but at the time of a purchase. More specifically, at each purchase

time, he computes the ratio PGPA of the number of stocks with a gain purchased again

to the total number of stocks with a gain in a portfolio at the purchase time and the

corresponding ratio PLPA for losses. He finds that PLPA is significantly greater than

PGPA, i.e., an investor tends to buy again those stocks that experienced losses rather

than gains. He argues that this result is consistent with the prospect theory. However, as

Barberis and Xiong (2009) show, the prospect theory can predict the opposite. On the

other hand, the result that PLPA > PGPA is clearly in support of portfolio rebalancing,

because as discussed above, when there is a loss, the exposure becomes smaller, and thus

the investor tends to purchase again. To verify this intuition, we compute the PGPA

and PLPA ratios using our model. Indeed, we find that PLPA is significantly greater

than PGPA, consistent with the finding of Odean (1998).
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The extant literature finds that institutional investors tend to have a weaker dis-

position effect than retail investors (e.g., Locke and Mann (2005)). We show that this

is consistent with our model if institutional investors hold more stocks or have smaller

transaction costs. Intuitively, the more stocks an investor has, the more stocks with paper

gains and paper losses. As a result, both PGR and PLR decrease, but PGR decreases

more than PLR because paper gains occur more frequently than paper losses for stocks

with positive expected returns. Accordingly, PGR − PLR decreases as the number of

stocks held increases. As transaction costs decrease, the investor trades more often, and

both the number of paper gains and the number of paper losses decrease. However, the

number of paper gains decreases more slowly because gains occur more often, and thus

PGR increases more slowly than PLR.5

Kumar (2009) investigates stock level determinants of the disposition effect and finds

that the disposition effect is stronger for stocks with higher volatility. Kumar argues

that this is consistent with behavioral biases being stronger for stocks that are more

difficult to value. We show that our model of portfolio rebalancing can also generate

such a disposition effect pattern. The main intuition for this result implied by our model

is that as volatility increases, the trading boundaries are reached more frequently, even

with the widened no-transaction-region. In addition, when the sell boundary is reached,

the investor more likely has a gain, and thus gains are realized more often with a higher

volatility.

It is well known that with capital gains tax, realizing losses sooner and deferring

capital gains can provide significant benefits (e.g., Constantinides (1983)). This force

acts against the disposition effect. We show that consistent with the empirical findings of

Lakonishok and Smidt (1986), the disposition effect can still arise in an optimal portfolio

rebalancing model with capital gains tax and transaction costs. Intuitively, when a stock

price appreciates sufficiently, the investor’s risk exposure can become too high, and the

benefit from lowering the exposure by a sale can dominate the benefit from deferring the

realization of gains. In addition, with transaction costs, it is no longer optimal to realize

any losses immediately, and it may be optimal to defer even large capital losses. This is

5 As mentioned above, in the limit in which the transaction cost decreases to zero, the investor trades
continuously. Thus, for any given time interval with positive length, there are no paper gains or paper
losses almost surely, which implies that both PGR and PLR are equal to 1, and hence PGR − PLR
decreases to 0.
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because the extra time value obtained by realizing losses sooner can be outweighed by

the necessary transaction cost payment.

Overall, we find that our model can generate almost all of the disposition effect pat-

terns and can closely match the magnitude found in the empirical literature. Obviously,

this does not imply that portfolio rebalancing is the only driving force. However, our

analysis suggests that in empirical investigations, one needs to separate portfolio rebal-

ancing motivation before attributing to other potential justifications. How important is

portfolio rebalancing in driving the disposition effect constitutes an important empirical

question.

This paper also contributes to the literature on portfolio choice with transaction

costs and the literature on portfolio choice with capital gains tax.6 Our model differs

from these literatures in four important aspects: (1) multiple risky assets subject to

both fixed transaction costs and capital gains tax; (2) stochastically changing expected

returns; (3) short-sale constraints; and (4) different capital gains tax rates for different

risky assets (e.g., municipal bonds vs. stocks) .7 As a result of these differences, our

model can generate almost all of the patterns of the disposition effect in one unified

setting. It is also a workhorse model that can be used to study other interesting questions.

For example, how do differential tax rates for assets and return predictability affect the

optimal tax timing strategy? How do return predictability and capital gains tax affect

liquidity premium? How do short-sale constraints impact portfolio rebalancing and tax

revenue in the presence of time-varying returns?

In an empirical study of the relationship between changes in past prices and trading

volume, Lakonishok and Smidt (1986) provide some empirical evidence that rebalancing

of incompletely diversified portfolio may contribute to the disposition effect. Dorn and

Strobl (2009) show that in the presence of information asymmetry, the less informed can

be contrarians while the more informed can be momentum traders in equilibrium and thus

the less informed may display the disposition effect. In contrast to our paper, neither

Lakonishok and Smidt (1986) nor Dorn and Strobl (2009) develop a portfolio rebalancing

model to show that not only qualitatively but also quantitatively, portfolio rebalancing

6 For example, Davis and Norman (1990), Liu and Loewenstein (2002), Liu (2004), Constantinides
(1983), (1984), Dammon and Spatt (1996), Dammon, Spatt, and Zhang (2001), Gallmeyer, Kaniel, and
Tompaidis (2006), and Dai, Liu, Yang and Zhong (2015).

7 Regarding the importance of these differentiating features, see Constantinides (1983), Fama and
French (1988, 1989), Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997), and Boehmer, Jones and Zhang (2013).
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can help to explain almost all of the empirically found patterns of the disposition effect,

including those in the subsamples in which there are no new purchases of another stock

immediately after a sale and in which investors liquidate the entire stock positions.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. We first present the main model and

theoretical analysis in the next section. In Section 3, we numerically solve the model and

conduct simulations to illustrate that our model can generate the disposition effect that

also closely matches the empirically found magnitudes. We also show that the disposition

effect can be robust with capital gains tax. We conclude in Section 4. All proofs are in

the Appendix. In Section A.5 in the Appendix, we show that CRRA preferences with

correlated returns do not change our main qualitative results.

2 The Model

2.1 Economic Setting

We consider the optimal investment problem of an investor who maximizes the expected

constant absolute risk averse (CARA) utility from the final wealth at time T > 0. We

assume that the investor can invest in one risk free money market account andN ≥ 1 risky

assets (stocks). A large literature has found that there is predictable variation in equity

premium (e.g., Fama and French (1988, 1989), Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997)).

Accordingly, similar to Campbell and Viceira (1999), we assume that for i = 1, 2, ..., N ,

the ith risky asset (Stock i hereinafter) price Sit follows

dSit

Sit
= (µ0i + µ1iξit)dt+ σSidB

S
it, (1)

where ξit is the predictive variable for Stock i’s return that evolves according to

dξit = (g0i + g1iξit)dt+ σξidB
ξ
it, (2)

In Equation (1) and (2), µ0i, µ1i, σSi, g0i, g1i < 0, and σξi are all constants, and BS
t =

(BS
1t, ..., B

S
Nt)

′, Bξ
t = (Bξ

1t, ..., B
ξ
Nt)

′ are two standard N dimensional Brownian motions

with pairwise correlations E[dBS
itdB

ξ
jt] = ρidt if j = i and 0 otherwise, for j = 1, 2, ..., N ,

where ρi represents the correlation coefficient between the stock return and the predictive
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variable for Stock i. BS and Bξ generate the filtration {F : 0 ≤ t ≤ T}. Trading Stock

i incurs a fixed (i.e., independent of the number of shares traded) transaction cost of

Fi > 0.

We assume that the investor cannot directly observe the predictive variables ξ ≡

(ξ1t, ξ2t, ..., ξNt)
′ for t ≤ T . Instead, she starts with a prior distribution of N(Zi0, Vi(0))

for ξ, and updates this distribution toN(Zit, Vit) by learning from past stock prices, where

Zit = E[ξit|Ft] is the conditional mean and Vi(t) ≡ E[(ξit − Zit)
2|Ft] is the conditional

variance. According to the standard filtering theory, Zit follows the process

dZit = (g0i + g1iZit)dt+ σZi(t)dB̂
S
it, (3)

where σZi(t) =
µ1

σSi
Vi(t) + ρiσξi, Vi(t) satisfies

dVi(t)

dt
= 2g1iVi(t) + σ2

ξi −

(

µ1i

σSi
Vi(t) + ρiσξi

)2

, (4)

and B̂S
it is an observable innovation process satisfying

dB̂S
it =

µ1i

σSi
(ξit − Zit)dt+ dBS

it. (5)

, which implies that the stock price process can be rewritten as

dSit

Sit
= (µ0i + µ1iZit)dt+ σSidB̂

S
it. (6)

As shown in the existing literature, when investors are subject to capital gains tax, it is

optimal to realize losses immediately and defer realizations of gains (e.g., Constantinides

(1983), Dammon, Spatt, and Zhang (2001)), which acts against displaying the disposition

effect. To determine if portfolio rebalancing can still produce the disposition effect in the

presence of capital gains tax, we also allow the investor to be subject to capital gains

tax. According to the current tax code, capital gains tax depends on the final sale price

and the exact initial purchase price (“exact basis”). Therefore, the optimal investment

strategy becomes path dependent (e.g., Dybvig and Koo (1996)), and the optimization

problem is of infinite dimension.8 As in most of the extant literature on portfolio choice

8 As an example of the exact-basis system, suppose that an investor bought 10 shares at $50/share
one year ago and purchased 20 more shares at $60/share three months ago. The first 10 shares have a cost
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with capital gains tax (e.g., Dammon, Spatt, and Zhang (2001); Gallmeyer, Kaniel, and

Tompaidis (2006)), we approximate the exact cost basis using the average cost basis of

a position to simplify analysis. In addition, we assume full tax rebate for capital losses

and symmetric tax rates for short-term and long-term investments. The risk free asset

pays a constant after-tax interest rate of r > 0.

Due to the presence of fixed transaction costs, the investor only executes a finite

number of transactions in any finite time interval. Therefore, we define the investor’s

trading policy as follows.

Definition 1. The investor’s trading policy is a set of controls S = {(τ j , δj) : j =

1, ..., J}, where J is a random variable taking values in [0, 1, ...) ∪ {∞}, δj = {δji : 1 ≤

i ≤ N}, satisfying

i. 0 ≤ τ 1 < τ 2 < ... is a sequence of {Ft} stopping times;

ii. δji is {Fτ j}-measurable, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

In Definition 1, J is the total number of trading times; τ j is the jth trading time of

the investor; and δji is the dollar amount of the purchase (sale, if negative) of Stock i at

τ j .

Let Yit, i = 1, ..., N , be the dollar amount invested in Stock i; Xt be the dollar amount

invested in the money market account; and Kit be the total cost basis of Stock i, all at

time t. Then, between trading times (i.e., for t ∈ (τ j , τ j+1)), we have:

dXt = rXtdt, (7)

dYit

Yit

= (µ0i + µ1iZit)dt+ σSidB̂
S
it, (8)

dKit = 0. (9)

Between trading times, i. Equation (7) follows because the risk free asset grows at the

constant rate of r; ii. Equation (8) holds because the stock value in Stock i grows at an

expected rate of µ0i + µ1iZit with volatility of σSi (observed in the investor’s filter); and

iii. Equation (9) reflects that the total cost basis does not change.

basis of $50/share, and the remaining 20 shares have a cost basis of $60/share. If the investor sells the
entire position at $65/share, the early purchased 10 shares have a capital gain of 65×10−50×10 = $150,
and the remaining 20 shares have a capital gain of 65× 20− 60× 20 = $100.
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At trading time τ j , we have

Xτ j = Xτ j− −
N
∑

i=1

(

δji + Fi1{δji 6=0} + αi

(

(Yiτ j− −Kiτ j−)
−δji
Yiτ j−

− Fi

)

1{δji<0}

)

,(10)

Yiτ j = Yiτ j− + δji , (11)

Kiτ j = Kiτ j− + (δji + Fi)1{δji>0} −Kiτ j−

−δji
Yiτ j−

1{δji<0}, (12)

where αi ∈ [0, 1) is the constant tax rate for Stock i.9 The first term inside of the

summation sign in Equation (10) is the amount of purchase, the second term the amount

of fixed trading costs, and the third term the capital gains tax for Stock i when the trade

is a sale. To understand the capital gains tax term, note that Yiτ j− − Kiτ j− represents

the capital gains for the entire position in Stock i and
−δji
Y
iτj−

is the proportion of the

position sold, and thus the product of the two is equal to capital gains corresponding to

the amount of sale −δji under the assumption of average basis. The −Fi term appears

because capital gains tax is levied on capital gains net of trading costs. Note that the

summation term in (10) implies that our model allows offsetting tax liabilities across

stocks. Equation (11) states that the amount in Stock i is increased by the amount of

the purchase. Equation (12) determines how the total tax basis changes at the trading

time: i. if it is a purchase, then the basis is increased by the total cost of the purchase,

i.e., the amount of the purchase plus the trading cost and ii. if it is a sale, then the basis

is reduced proportionally.10

In addition, since individual investors and many institutional investors rarely short-

sell stocks,11 we require that:

Yit ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, ...N, t ≤ T. (13)

Now, we are ready to define the admissible policies.

Definition 2. A trading policy {(τ j , δj) : j = 1, ..., J} is admissible if

9 In Equations (10) and (12), we use the convention that 0

0
= 1 to deal with the case in which both

Kiτ j
−

and Yiτ j
−
are equal to zero.

10 To understand the average-basis approximation in Equation (10), let n be the number of Stock i
shares sold at time t and N be the total number of shares that the investor holds just before the sale.
Then −δit

Yit
= n

N
and the realized capital gain is equal to n×(Sit −Bit) = n×(Yit

N
−Kit

N
) = (Yit−Kit)

−δit

Yit
,

where Bit is the average basis.
11 For example, the results of Anderson (1999) and Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2008) imply that

only about 1.5% of short sales come from individual investors.
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i. Equations (7)-(12) admit a unique solution satisfying (13);

ii. With probability one, either J(ω) < ∞ or J(ω) = ∞ implies lim
j→∞

τ j(ω) = ∞;

iii. E
[

∫ T

0
Y 2
itdt
]

< ∞, i = 1, 2, ..., N.12

The investor chooses her optimal policy {(τ j , δj) : j = 1, ..., J} among all of the

admissible policies to maximize

E [u(WT )] ,

subject to Equations (7)-(13), where

u(W ) = −e−βW , (14)

β > 0 is the constant absolute risk-aversion coefficient, and

Wt = Xt +

N
∑

i=1

(Yit − αi(Yit − Fi −Kit)− Fi)
+

is the time t after-liquidation net wealth for which we allow forfeiture of the remaining

position if its after-tax value is less than the fixed cost.

Our model differs from the vast literature on portfolio choice with transaction costs13

by simultaneously allowing three important features: (1) multiple risky assets subject

to fixed transaction costs; (2) stochastically changing expected returns as supported by

empirical evidence (e.g., Fama and French (1988, 1989), Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay

(1997)); and (3) short-sale constraints.

Our model also differs from a large literature on portfolio choice with capital gains

tax (e.g., Constantinides (1983, 1984), Dammon and Spatt (1996), Dammon, Spatt, and

Zhang (2001), and Gallmeyer, Kaniel, and Tompaidis (2006)) in three major aspects: (1)

there are multiple risky assets subject to fixed transaction costs in addition to capital gains

tax;14 (2) we allow stochastically changing expected returns; and (3) we allow investment

in different assets to be subject to different capital gains tax rates (e.g., municipal bonds

vs. stocks).

12 This integrability condition prevents arbitrage strategies, such as a doubling strategy.
13 For example, Davis and Norman (1990), Liu and Loewenstein (2002), and Liu (2004).
14 Gallmeyer, Kaniel, and Tompaidis (2006) also consider multiple stocks. However, given that the

investor’s problem that they consider cannot be decomposed into individual one-asset optimization prob-
lems, the number of risky assets that they can compute optimal strategies for is significantly limited.
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2.2 Discussion of assumptions

We assume CARA preferences and uncorrelated stock returns in our main model. This

is for tractability only. As shown by Liu (2004), under this assumption, the portfolio

rebalancing problem with N stocks subject to transaction costs can be decomposed into

N single-stock rebalancing problems, one for each stock. This decomposition greatly

simplifies computation and simulation of the optimal trading strategies. If the investor

has a non-CARA preference or stock returns are correlated, then this decomposition

would be impossible and one needs to solve for high-dimensional free boundaries because

all boundaries have to be solved for jointly. We show in Section A.5 in the Appendix

that our qualitative results remain the same when we use constant relative risk averse

(CRRA) preferences with correlated stock returns. This is because the critical driving

force of maintaining a certain risk exposure for our main results is still present, and thus

qualitatively our results remain valid.

In the model, we assume that investors face fixed transaction costs. The key role

of transaction costs is to justify the existence of paper gains and paper losses, because

otherwise continuous trading would be optimal and there would be no paper gains or

paper losses. Transaction costs include all costs that make it optimal to trade at discrete

times, such as brokerage costs, mental attention costs, etc. The magnitude of the fixed

costs is not important because as shown in the literature (e.g., Davis and Norman (1990)),

even with a very small fixed costs, investors trade infrequently. Adding proportional

transaction costs would not change our main results, but would make the analysis more

complicated.

The assumption of time varying expected return is not important for the general

result that investors tend to sell winners more often than losers for optimal rebalancing.

The key role of the return predictability is to explain why the future expected returns of

winners sold may be higher than those of losers kept.

We assume that capital losses can all be used to offset income tax without limit. This

assumption biases against us in finding the disposition effect. The limited tax rebate

for up to $3,000 in losses per year as stipulated in the U.S. tax code would reduce the

benefit of realizing losses and thus strengthen our results. As in most models on optimal

investment with capital gains tax, we further assume: (i) capital gains tax is realized

immediately after the sale; (ii) there is no wash sale restriction; and (iii) shorting against

12



the box is prohibited. For the justification of these additional assumptions, see e.g.,

Constantinides (1983) and Gallmeyer, Kaniel, and Tompaidis (2006). These additional

assumptions are only for expositional simplicity because they do not change the main

driving force for the disposition effect in our model.

2.3 Solution

In this subsection, we characterize the solution to our model. For notational con-

venience, we denote by Yt = (Y1t, ..., YNt), Kt = (K1t, ..., KNt), Zt = (Z1t, ..., ZNt),

F = (F1, ..., FN), y = (y1, ..., yN), k = (k1, ..., kN), z = (z1, ..., zN ), δ = (δ1, ..., δN), and

let V (t, x,y,k, z) be the value function

V (t, x,y,k, z) = sup
{(τ j ,δj):j=1,...,J}

E [u(WT )|Xt = x,Yt = y,Kt = k,Zt = z] , (15)

subject to Equations (7)-(13), and Ω ≡ [0, T ] × R × RN
+ × RN

+ × RN denote the entire

solution region. Define a time-dependent operator (since σZi(t) is time-dependent)

LtV = rx
∂V

∂x
+

N
∑

i=1

(µ0i + µ1izi)yi
∂V

∂yi
+

1

2

N
∑

i=1

σ2
Siy

2
i

∂2V

∂y2i

+

N
∑

i=1

(g0i + g1izi)
∂V

∂zi
+

1

2

N
∑

i=1

σ2
Zi(t)

∂2V

∂z2i
+

N
∑

i=1

σSiσZi(t)yi
∂2V

∂yi∂zi
, (16)

and

MV = sup
{δ≥−y,δ 6=0}

MδV,

where

MδV = V (t, ξ(x,y,k; δ),y+ δ, ζ(y,k; δ), z), (17)

with

ξ(x,y,k; δ) = x−
N
∑

i=1

(

δi + Fi1{δi 6=0} + αi

(

(yi − ki)
−δi
yi

− Fi

)

1{δi<0}

)

, (18)

ζ(y,k; δ) = k+ (δ + F)1{δ>0} − k
−δ

y
1{δ<0}, (19)
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and the vector operations in (19) being component-wise.15

Then, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for V can be formally written as

max

{

∂V

∂t
+ LtV, MV − V

}

= 0, (20)

∀(t, x,y,k, z) ∈ Ω, with terminal condition

V (T, x,y,k, z) = − exp

{

− β

[

x+

N
∑

i=1

(yi − αi(yi − Fi − ki)− Fi)
+

]

}

. (21)

Because of the independence of returns and the separability of tax liabilities across

all of the stocks, the solution can be constructed stock-by-stock as follows.16

Proposition 2.1. For i = 1, 2, ..., N , assume that function ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi) satisfies the

following variational inequality equation







max{∂ϕi

∂t
+ Lt

iϕi, M
t
iϕi − ϕi} = 0,

ϕi(T, yi, ki, zi) = β [yi − αi(yi − Fi − ki)− Fi]
+

(22)

∀(t, yi, ki, zi) ∈ Ωi ≡ [0, T ]× R+ ×R+ ×R, where

Lt
iϕi = (µ0i + µ1izi)yi

∂ϕi

∂yi
+

1

2
σ2
Siy

2
i

[

∂2ϕi

∂y2i
−

(

∂ϕi

∂yi

)2
]

+ (g0i + g1izi)
∂ϕi

∂zi

+
1

2
σZi(t)

2

[

∂2ϕi

∂z2i
−

(

∂ϕi

∂zi

)2
]

+ σSiσZi(t)yi

[

∂2ϕi

∂yi∂zi
−

∂ϕi

∂yi

∂ϕi

∂zi

]

and

Mt
iϕi = sup

δi∈[−yi,∞)\{0}

Mt
i(δi)ϕi,

15 (ξ(x,y,k; δ),y+ δ, ζ(y,k; δ)) is the investor’s new position value and cost basis after purchasing δi
amount of Stock i.

16 Because investors can get a full tax rebate for all losses, paying tax on the net gain/loss is equivalent
to treating tax liability separately. For example, if one stock has $1 gain and another stock has $1 loss,
then the net tax liability is zero if tax is paid on the net gain/loss. If tax is paid for each individual
stock separately, one pays tax on the $1 gain, and gets the same amount of tax rebate on the $1 loss, so
in the net, the tax payment is also zero. This separability of tax liabilities across stocks makes the stock
by stock decomposition possible.
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with

Mt
i(δi)ϕi = ϕi

(

t, yi + δi, ki + (δi + Fi)1{δi>0} − ki
−δi
yi

1{δi<0}, zi

)

− β

(

δi + Fi + αi

(

(yi − ki)
−δi
yi

− Fi

)

1{δi<0}

)

er(T−t).

Then

v(t, x,y,k, z) = − exp{−βxer(T−t) −
N
∑

i=1

ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi)} (23)

satisfies the HJB equation (20) with terminal condition (21).

Let

NTRi = {(t, yi, ki, zi) ∈ Ωi : M
t
iϕi < ϕi}

denote the no-transaction-region for Stock i and

TRi = {(t, yi, ki, zi) ∈ Ωi : M
t
iϕi = ϕi}

be the transaction-region.

The following verification theorem indicates that under certain regularity conditions,

the function v constructed in (23) is indeed the value function, and in addition, it char-

acterizes the optimal trading strategies.

Proposition 2.2. (Verification theorem)

For i = 1, ..., N , let ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi) be a solution to Equation (22). For i = 1, ..., N and

any 0 ≤ t ≤ T , let τ 0i = t and define a sequence of stopping times t ≤ τ 1i < ... < τni < ...

recursively as

τ ji = inf{s ∈ [τ j−1
i , T ) : (s, Yis, Kis, Zis) ∈ TRi}

with the convention that inf ∅ = ∞. In addition, if τ ji < T , define δji as

δji = arg max
δi∈[−Y

iτ
j
i

,∞)\{0}
M

τ ji
i (δi)ϕi(τ

j
i , Yiτ j

i
, Kiτ j

i
, Ziτ j

i
).
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Then, under some regularity conditions, the trading policy of purchasing δji dollars of

Stock i if and only if at times τ ji , i = 1, ..., N , j = 1, 2, ... is optimal, and v(t, x,y,k, z)

defined in (23) is the value function.

Proposition 2.2 suggests that the optimal trading strategy for each stock is to trade

if and only if the stock value is outside of the no-transaction-region. In addition, the

optimal amount to trade in the buy (sell) region is such that the after trade position is

on the buy (sell) target surface. Without capital gains tax, buy and sell target surfaces

coincide and become one.

3 Numerical Results

In this section, we numerically solve the investor’s portfolio rebalancing problem to obtain

the optimal trading strategies and conduct Monte Carlo simulations to show that the

optimal rebalancing strategies in our model can imply the widely documented disposition

effect.

We use the penalty method (cf. Forsyth and Vetzal (2002), and Dai and Zhong (2010))

to numerically solve (22). For i = 1, 2, ..., N , the penalty approximation of Equation (22)

is given by










∂ϕi

∂t
+ Lt

iϕi + λ (Mt
iϕi − ϕi)

+
= 0,

ϕi(T, yi, ki, zi) = β [yi − αi(yi − Fi − ki)− Fi]
+ ,

(24)

where λ ≫ 0 is a large penalty parameter. As λ → ∞, the solution to Equation (24)

converges to the solution to Equation (22).

Even with the stock-by-stock decomposition, the optimization problem is computa-

tionally intensive. This is because in addition to time t, there are three state variables

that affect the optimal free boundaries: (1) the Stock i position Yit; (2) the conditional

expectation of the predictive variable ξit, i.e., Zit; and (3) the cost basis Kit. To sim-

plify the analysis, we first show that our model can generate almost all of the empirical

patterns of the disposition effect in the case without capital gains tax, i.e., αi = 0 for

i = 1, ..., N .17 Then in Section 3.5, we show that the disposition effect can still arise even

when investors are subject to capital gains tax.

17 The simplified HJB equations for this case are provided in Appendix A.3.1.
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Table 1: Baseline parameter values.

This table summarizes the baseline parameter values that we use to illustrate our results. An-
nualization applies whenever applicable.

Parameter Symbol Baseline value

General

Investment horizon (years) T 5
Absolute risk-aversion coefficient β 0.001
Risk free rate r 0.01

Stock specific

Number of stocks N 10

Long-term average return of Stock i µ0i 0.075, i = 1, ..., 9
0.03, i = 10

Loading on the predictor of Stock i µ1i 2, i = 1, ..., 10

Volatility of Stock i σSi 20%, i = 1, ..., 10

Average predictor value of Stock i g0i 0.0, i = 1, ..., 10

Mean reverting speed of the predictor for Stock i −g1i 0.5, i = 1, ..., 10

Volatility of the predictor of Stock i σξi 1.5%, i = 1, ..., 10

Correlation between shocks in stock return ρi 0.6, i = 1, ..., 9
and shocks in the predictor of Stock i -0.6, i = 10

Fixed transaction cost of trading Stock i Fi $0.5, i = 1, ..., 10

Capital gains tax rate of Stock i αi 0%, i = 1, ..., 10

17



The main point that we try to present in this paper is that the disposition effect can be

a result of portfolio rebalancing, and therefore one cannot attribute all of the disposition

effect to non-portfolio-rebalancing reasons, such as regret aversion, without estimating

how much the observed disposition effect can be attributed to portfolio rebalancing.

Accordingly, we do not attempt to calibrate our model to a particular data set or choose

a set of parameter values to exactly match various numbers reported in the empirical

literature.18 Instead, we use one set of baseline parameter values, as reported in Table 1,

to demonstrate that our model can generate not only qualitatively the same as, but also

quantitatively close to, the disposition effect found in the literature. For simplicity, we

assume that the investor can invest in N = 10 stocks, indexed by 1,2,...,10. All stocks

are assumed to have the same volatility of σSi = 20%, their predictors have a long-term

mean of g0i = 0, a mean reverting speed of −g1i = 0.5, and a volatility of σξi = 1.5%.

We assume the same loading on the predictive variable of µ1i = 2 for each stock. We

set the interest rate r to 1%, the (one-way) fixed trading cost Fi to $0.5, the absolute

risk-aversion coefficient β to 0.001, and the investment horizon T to five years. Stocks 1

to 9 have the same long-term expected return of µ0i = 7.5%, and the same correlation of

ρi = 0.6 between the shocks in stock returns and the shocks in the predictors. For Stock

10, we set the long-term expected return at 3%, and the correlation between the shocks

in the stock return and the shocks in its predictor at −0.6. The different parameter

values for Stock 10 are used to show that the disposition effect can exist in the subsample

of total liquidation, as documented in Odean (1998). The initial value of conditional

mean Zi0 and conditional variance Vi(t) are set at the steady-state values: Zi(0) = 0 and

Vi(0) = 0.000121. Because of the well-known absence of the wealth effect, the level of

initial wealth is not important for the numerical results.19

3.1 Optimal Trading Policies

We plot the optimal trading strategy at the half horizon time point t = 2.5 for Stocks 1

to 9 in the left subfigure of Figure 1 and for Stock 10 in the right subfigure to illustrate

18 Calibration using a particular data set would require the estimation of parameter values such as
investors’ risk-aversion coefficients, expected returns and correlations between stock return and predictive
variables at each time of trading, which is demonstrably unreliable. In addition, the limited availability
of retail trading data makes this task even more difficult.

19 We find that the qualitative results for a large set of other parameter values are the same.
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Figure 1: Optimal trading strategy for a single stock.
This figure shows the optimal trading boundaries at t = 2.5 years. Default parameter
values: T = 5, β = 0.001, r = 0.01, µ0 = 0.075, µ1 = 2, σS = 0.2, g0 = 0, g1 = −0.50,
σξ = 0.015, ρ = 0.6, F = $0.5, and α = 0; for the right subfigure: µ0 = 0.03, and
ρ = −0.6.

how the investor trades in a stock as the predictive variable Zt changes.
20 Let y = u(t, z)

denote the sell boundary, y = l(t, z) the buy boundary, and y = y∗(t, z) the target level.

Figure 1 illustrates that when a stock price rises enough to reach the sell boundary, the

investor sells to the target level (e.g., A to B). In contrast, when stock prices decrease

enough to reach the buy boundaries, the investor buys additional shares to reach the

target level (e.g., C to D). In contrast, when the stock value is between the buy and the

sell boundaries, i.e., inside the no-transaction region, it is not optimal to trade. This

trading policy implies that it is optimal to keep risk exposure in each stock within a

certain range. In other words, if the exposure becomes too great, the investor sells, and if

it becomes too small, the investor buys. The only times that an investor sells with a loss

are when a decrease in the predictive variable significantly reduces the expected return

and lowers the sell boundary after a drop in the stock price (e.g., from E to F in the left

subfigure of Figure 1). As we explain later, it is this optimality of keeping risk exposure

in a certain range that drives the disposition effect in our model.

20 In the numerical computation, we restrict our attention to the six standard deviation range of Zt,
so that the probability of Zt being outside of this range is very small.
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In addition, as the predictive state variable increases, the expected return of the

stock increases, the investor on average invests more in the stock, and therefore the no-

transaction region shifts upward. Both subfigures show that complete liquidation of a

stock is optimal for portfolio rebalancing purposes when the predictive variable is negative

enough to make the risk premium negative in the presence of the short-sale constraint

(e.g., from G to H in the right subfigure), though such liquidations are more likely to

occur on Stock 10 due to lower average expected return and negative relation between

changes in stock price and in predictive variable.

3.2 Disposition Effect

To determine whether the widely documented disposition effect is consistent with the

optimal trading strategies implied by our model, we conduct simulations of these optimal

trading strategies, keeping track of quantities such as purchase prices, sale prices, and

transaction times. Following Odean (1998), each day that a sale takes place, we compare

the selling price for each stock sold to its average purchase price to determine whether

that stock is sold for a gain or a loss. Each stock that is in that portfolio at the beginning

of that day, but is not sold, is considered to be a paper (unrealized) gain or loss or neither.

Whether it is a paper gain or a paper loss is determined by comparing its highest and

lowest price for that day to its average purchase price. If its daily low is above its average

purchase price, it is counted as a paper gain; if the daily high is below its average purchase

price, it is counted as a paper loss; if its average purchase price lies between the high and

the low, neither a gain or loss is counted. On days when no sales take place, no gains or

losses (realized or paper) are counted.21

For each simulated path of the 10 stocks and on each day, using the above definitions,

we compute the number of realized gains/losses (# Realized Gains/Losses) and the num-

ber of paper gains/losses (# Paper Gains/Losses) for the optimal trading strategy. Then,

21 As in Odean (1998), when a sale occurs, we assume that the average purchasing price of the
remaining shares does not change. For robustness check, we also use alternative counting methods, such
as first-in-first-out, last-in-first-out, and highest-purchase-price-first-out for the purpose of computing
the average purchasing price for the current position. We find that the results are similar.
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we sum the numbers across each path to calculate the following ratios as used by Odean

(1998):

PGR =
#Realized Gains

#Realized Gains + #Paper Gains
,

PLR =
#Realized Losses

#Realized Losses + #Paper Losses
.

We also compute the fraction of sales that are gains for each path, i.e.,22

PGL =
#Realized Gains

#Realized Gains + #Realized Losses
.

These ratios are then averaged across all of the simulated paths. We report their

means in Panel A of Table 2.23 Panel A of Table 2 shows that the disposition effect

documented in the existing literature is indeed consistent with the optimal portfolio

rebalancing strategy implied by our model. For example, in Table I of Odean (1998),

he reports a PLR of 0.098 and a PGR of 0.148. In comparison, our model implies a

PLR of 0.052 and a PGR of 0.129, with very small standard errors (not reported in

the table to save space). The disposition effect measure DE ≡ PGR − PLR is equal

to 0.077 and statistically significant at 1%. In addition, among all of the sales, gains

realizations account for more than 81%. The main intuition for our results is as follows.

To maximize the expected utility from investment, it is optimal for the investor to keep

the stock risk exposure within a certain range (e.g., between 10,000 and 12,500 dollars

of market value in a stock for CARA preferences). If the risk exposure increases beyond

the range after rises in the stock price, the investor sells and the sale is more likely a

gain. If the risk exposure decreases beyond the range after decreases in the stock price,

the investor buys additional shares instead of selling. Selling a stock with a loss requires

22 In Section A.4, we also numerically solve PDEs, instead of conducting Monte Carlo simulations, to
compute the probability that an initial purchase of a stock will be sold as a gain versus as a loss and
the average time that it takes from the initial purchase to such a sale. We show that consistent with
the disposition effect, it is much more likely that a share is sold with a gain and this probability can be
greater than 0.9. In addition, the expected time to a sale with a loss can be significantly longer than
that with a gain.

23 We can view each sample path as tracking the realization of an investment account. Then, averaging
across sample paths is equivalent to averaging across investment accounts. We also pooled all accounts
to calculate the total number of realized gains/losses and paper gains/losses as defined previously, and
then compute the disposition effect ratios. The results are very close to what we report here.
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Table 2: Disposition effect

This table shows the average disposition effect measures. The results are obtained from 10,000 simulated paths for each stock from Monte Carlo
simulations of the model with 10 independent stocks and 10 independent return predictors. Panel A shows the average disposition effect measures
in the entire trading history; Panel B shows the average disposition effect measures when restricted to the subsample of sales in which there is no
new purchase in the following three weeks; and Panel C shows the average disposition effect measures when restricted to the subsample of sales
in which the entire position in at least one stock is sold. Default parameter values: T = 5, β = 0.001, r = 0.01, N = 10, µ0i = 0.075, µ1i = 2,
σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5, σξi = 0.015, ρi = 0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 1, ..., 9, µ0i = 0.03, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5,
σξi = 0.015, ρi = −0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 10. The symbol *** indicates a statistical significance level of 1%.

Panel A: Entire history Panel B: No new purchase Panel C: Complete liquidations
PGR 0.129 0.127 0.142
PLR 0.052 0.053 0.022
DE 0.077*** 0.074*** 0.120***
PGL 0.817 0.813 0.928
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that the sell boundary be reached after a drop in the stock price.24 However, Ceteris

paribus, after a decrease in the stock price, the (higher) sell boundary is less likely to be

reached than the (lower) buy boundary. In addition, because stocks that are bought have

positive expected returns, overall there are gains more often than losses. As a result,

the investor realizes gains more often than losses, consistent with the disposition effect.

In our model, it is this portfolio rebalancing need to keep risk exposure within a certain

range that drives the disposition effect.

The key role of transaction costs is to make it possible to match closely the magnitudes

of the disposition effect reported in the extant literature. Without transaction costs, the

investor trades continuously, and thus there are no paper gains or losses, given any time

interval. Thus, both PLR and PGR would be equal to 1 almost surely, and thus a

portfolio model without transaction costs would not be able to explain the empirically

found disposition effect magnitudes as measured by PGR−PLR. With transaction costs,

however, when the investor sells a stock, it might be optimal not to trade some other

stocks. As a result, there can be paper gains and paper losses, which implies that both

PGR and PLR are less than 1 almost surely on each day with a sale. In addition, as

the number of stocks in a portfolio increases, the number of stocks with paper gains and

paper losses also increases. Therefore, the existence of transaction costs in practice can

be important for explaining the empirically found magnitudes of the disposition effect.

3.3 Some Stylized Facts

The literature on disposition effect has documented a wide range of stylized facts related

to the disposition effect. Most existing theoretical papers on disposition effect do not

attempt to explain these findings. We next conduct a set of analysis to show that our

portfolio rebalancing model can generate almost all of these documented stylized facts.

A. Disposition effect in some subsamples

Odean (1998) shows that among the sales after which there were no purchases in

three weeks and among the sales in which the investor sells the entire position of at least

one stock, the disposition effect still appears. Because in most of the existing portfolio

rebalancing models (e.g., Merton (1971)), it is not optimal for an investor to sell a stock

24 For example, it can occur when both the sell and the buy boundaries move downward faster than
the stock value declines, as shown in Figure 1.
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without immediately purchasing some other stocks or to sell the entire position of a stock,

Odean (1998) concludes that portfolio rebalancing is unlikely to explain the disposition

effect in these subsamples. In the presence of transaction costs, however, it can be

optimal for an investor to sell a stock without purchasing another for an extended period

of time. This is because as long as other stock positions are inside of their no-transaction

regions, it is not optimal for the investor to buy any additional amount of these stocks.

In addition, as shown in the right subfigure of Figure 1, it is optimal to liquidate the

entire position when the expected excess return turns sufficiently negative, due to the

short-sale constraints.

To determine if our model can generate the disposition effect in the subsample with

no immediate purchases of any other stocks after a sale of a stock and in the subsample

of complete liquidations, we compute the PLR and PGR ratios when restricted to these

subsamples. We report the results in Panel B and Panel C of Table 2. The results are

very similar to the results obtained for the entire sample. For example, Panel C of Table

2 shows that across all of the sample paths with complete liquidations, PGR is equal to

0.142, PLR is equal to 0.022, and DE is equal to 0.120 with high statistical significance.

Intuitively, if the stock price and the expected return are negatively correlated (e.g., for

Stock 10), then after an increase in the stock price (and thus there is likely a gain),

the expected excess return of the stock may turn significantly negative, and thus it may

be optimal to completely liquidate the entire position in the stock. This implies that

conditional on a complete liquidation, the sale is more likely a realization of a gain for the

stock than of a loss, which is consistent with the findings of Odean (1998). These results

show that the disposition effect found in the no-new-purchase and complete-liquidation

subsamples that Odean (1998) considered can also be consistent with portfolio rebalancing

strategies implied by a model such as ours.

B. Why institutional investors may have weaker disposition effects?

Existing literature finds that institutional investors tend to have weaker disposition

effects than retail investors (e.g., Locke and Mann (2005)). We next show that this could

be because institutional investors hold more stocks, or have smaller transaction costs, or

are more sophisticated in terms of estimating the correct return dynamics.

Figure 2 shows how the magnitudes of the disposition effect measure DE monoton-

ically decreases as we increase the number of stocks in a portfolio. In addition, the
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Figure 2: Disposition effect measure (DE) and the number of stocks in the portfolio.
This figure shows how the disposition effect measure (DE = PGR−PLR) changes with
respect to the number of stocks in a portfolio. Results are exhibited for two transaction
cost levels: F = $0.5 and F = $0.25. Other parameter values: T = 5, β = 0.001,
r = 0.01, µ0i = 0.075, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5, σξi = 0.015, ρi = 0.6,
αi = 0, for i = 1, ..., N − 1, µ0i = 0.03, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5,
σξi = 0.015, ρi = −0.6, αi = 0, for i = N .
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disposition effect tends to be weaker when transaction costs are smaller. Intuitively, the

more stocks an investor has, the more stocks with paper gains and paper losses. As a

result, both PGR and PLR decrease, but PGR decreases more than PLR because pa-

per gains occur more often than paper losses for stocks with positive expected returns.

Accordingly, DE decreases as the number of stocks held increases. As transaction cost

decreases, the investor trades more often and both #Paper Gains and #Paper Losses

decrease. However, #Paper Gains decreases more slowly because gains occur more often

and thus PGR increases slower than PLR. In the limit in which the transaction cost

decreases to zero, the investor trades continuously. Thus, for any given time interval with

positive length, there are no paper gains or paper losses almost surely, which implies that

both PGR and PLR are equal to 1 and hence DE decreases to 0. This illustrates that

the DE measure may decrease as transaction costs decrease. Therefore, if institutional

investors hold more stocks and/or have smaller transaction costs, they may display a

weaker disposition effect, as measured by PGR− PLR.

There are many types of investor sophistication. Next, we show that one type of unso-

phistication can result in a stronger disposition effect, as found in the existing literature

(e.g., Feng and Seasholes (2005), Dhar and Zhu (2006)). Consider an extreme case in

which an unsophisticated investor correctly estimates the expected return of the stock,

but incorrectly concludes that the expected return is constant over time, i.e., the investor

assumes:
dSit

Sit
=

(

µ0i − µ1i
g0i
g1i

)

dt+ σSidB
S
it,

instead of the correct processes of (1) and (2). This (incorrect) estimation could be due

to a lack of experience or the high cost of gathering information (e.g., Huang and Liu

(2007)).

Table 3 shows a significantly stronger disposition effect for the unsophisticated investor

when shocks on the stock price and on the predictor are positively correlated for most

stocks. Intuitively, after a positive shock in the stock price, the predictor is more likely

to increase because of the positive correlation, which drives up the expected return, and

thus makes a sophisticated investor less willing to sell. However, for an unsophisticated

investor, the expected return does not go up after the stock price rises, and thus the

investor is more willing to realize the gain. Therefore, an unsophisticated investor realizes

gains more frequently.
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Table 3: Disposition effect: Sophisticated vs. Unsophisticated

This table shows the average disposition effect measures for sophisticated and unsophisticated
investors. The results are obtained from 10,000 simulated paths. Parameter values: T = 5,
β = 0.001, r = 0.01, N = 10, µ0i = 0.075, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5, σξi = 0.015,
ρi = 0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 1, ..., 9, µ0i = 0.03, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5,
σξi = 0.015, ρi = −0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 10. The symbol *** indicates a significance
level of 1%.

Investor type Sophisticated Unsophisticated
PGR 0.129 0.151
PLR 0.052 0.014
DE 0.077*** 0.137***

∆(DE) 0.060***

C. Return volatility and disposition effect

Kumar (2009) investigates stock level determinants of the disposition effect and finds

that the disposition effect is stronger for stocks with higher volatility. Kumar argues

that this is consistent with behavioral biases being stronger for stocks that are more

difficult to value. We next show that this disposition effect pattern can also be a result

of portfolio rebalancing. For example, the second column of Table 4 shows when the

volatility increases to 25%, PGR increases by 0.033, while PLR decreases by 0.037,

which leads to a significant increase of 0.070 in the disposition effect measure. The main

intuition is that as volatility increases, both the sell boundary and the buy boundary

are reached more frequently, even with the widened no-transaction region. Consequently,

gains are realized more often. Because losses are more likely followed by purchases, this

implies a stronger disposition effect for stocks with a higher volatility.

D. Ex post performance

It has been found that investors tend to sell winners that subsequently outperform

losers held (unrealized) (e.g., Odean (1998)). As a result, investors tend to sell winners

too soon and hold losers too long. We report the average ex post returns of stocks sold

as winners and of stocks held as losers from simulations of our model in Table 5. Table

5 shows that it can be optimal to sell stocks whose future expected returns are greater

than those of the stocks held. For example, over the next 84 days after a sale, the average

return of the winners sold is 0.55% higher than the losers held. Over the next 252 days,

it grows to 1.27%. Thus, optimal portfolio rebalancing can produce the pattern in which

sold winners subsequently outperform held losers. The intuition is that if the expected
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Table 4: Disposition effect and volatility

This table shows the average disposition effect measures with two different values of return
volatility. The results are obtained from 10,000 paths of Monte Carlo simulation in the model
with CARA utility, 10 independent stocks and 10 independent return predictors. Other param-
eter values: T = 5, β = 0.001, r = 0.01, N = 10, µ0i = 0.075, µ1i = 2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5,
σξi = 0.015, ρi = 0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 1, ..., 9, µ0i = 0.03, µ1i = 2, g0i = 0.0,
g1i = −0.5, σξi = 0.015, ρi = −0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 10. The symbol *** indicates a
significance level of 1%.

Return volatility σSi 0.2 0.25
PGR 0.129 0.162
PLR 0.052 0.015
DE 0.077*** 0.147***

∆(DE) 0.070***

Table 5: Ex post returns

This table shows the average ex post returns of the stocks sold as winners and of the stocks
held as losers. The results are obtained from 10,000 simulated paths. Parameter values: T = 5,
β = 0.001, r = 0.01, N = 10, µ0i = 0.075, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5, σξi = 0.015,
ρi = 0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 1, ..., 9, µ0i = 0.03, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5,
σξi = 0.015, ρi = −0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 10. The symbol *** indicates a significance
level of 1%.

Over the next 84 trading days Over the next 252 trading days
Stocks sold as winners 2.44% 7.43%
Stocks held as losers 1.89% 6.16%
Difference 0.55%*** 1.27%***

return of a stock increases with a predictive state variable that is positively correlated

with the stock return, then conditional on a positive shock to the stock return, the average

level of the predictive state variable is greater than that conditional on a negative shock.

Therefore, the expected return of a winner can subsequently be higher than that of a

loser. However, after an increase in the stock price, the investor’s risk exposure increases,

and thus it can still be optimal to sell winners to reduce risk exposure. On the other

hand, even though after a decrease in the stock price, the expected return of the stock

decreases, it can still be optimal to hold on to the losing stock because the risk exposure

is reduced after the price drop and in addition the investor is subject to transaction costs.

E. Reverse disposition effect

Odean (1998) also documents a “reverse disposition effect” in which, relative to win-

ning stocks, investors have a higher tendency to purchase additional shares of losing

stocks. This is clearly consistent with portfolio rebalancing, which predicts that after a
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drop in price, an investor is more likely to buy the stock to increase risk exposure. To

confirm this intuition, we calculate the two measures PLPA and PGPA used by Odean

(1998):

PGPA =
#Gains Purchased Again

#Gains Purchased Again + #Gains Potentially Purchased Again
,

PLPA =
#Losses Purchased Again

#Losses Purchased Again + #Losses Potentially Purchased Again
.

These measures are similar to PGR and PLR, except that they are computed at the

time when a purchase, instead of a sale, is made. For example, #Gains Purchased Again

is the number of times when a purchase is made on a stock that has a gain as of the

purchasing time, and #Gains Potentially Purchased Again is the number of other stocks

that have a paper gain but not purchased again at the aforementioned purchasing time.

Using the baseline parameter values in Table 1, we obtain PLPA = 0.212, and

PGPA = 0.036. For comparison, Odean (1998) reports PLPA = 0.135 and PGPA =

0.094. This suggests that the “reverse disposition effect” may well be a result of optimal

portfolio rebalancing.

3.4 Why do investors tend to sell stocks with large losses?

Ben-David and Hirshleifer (2012) show that the probability of a sale is greater for positions

with a large paper gain or a large loss, i.e., the plot of the probability of a sale against

paper profit displays a V-shaped pattern. Theories based on behavioral biases such as

the prospect theory and regret aversion predict that the larger the loss the less likely

investors sell, which is opposite to the finding that the probability of selling increases

with the loss magnitude. In this section, we show that the V-shape result is consistent

with the optimal trading strategy in our model. The main intuition is that when a stock

position incurs a large loss, investors significantly reduce the estimate of the expected

return of the stock and thus may decide to sell the stock, while after a large gain, the

investors optimally sell to reduce the risk exposure to the stock.

In order to calculate the probability of selling shares within certain range of realized

return, we first choose a bracket [Rmin, Rmax] and divide it into equally spaced subintervals

so that Rmin = R0 < R1 < ... < Rn = Rmax. We simulate daily price data for each stock,
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and perform the following calculations: Along each sample path ω, for each day t and

each Stock i that is in the investor’s portfolio on day t, we estimate the annualized (log)

return, Retit(ω), obtained by holding that stock by

Retit(ω) =
1

Hit(ω)
log

(

Pit(ω)

Kit(ω)

)

,

where Pit(ω) is the spot price of the stock, Kit(ω) the average purchase price of the stock,

and Hit(ω) the average holding time of the stock, all up to day t.25

We define two events as follows

Aj
it(ω) = {Stock i is sold on day t and Rj ≤ Retit(ω) < Rj+1}

and

Bj
it(ω) = {Rj ≤ Retit(ω) < Rj+1}

We then calculate the frequency

fj =

∑

i,t,ω 1{Aj
it(ω)}

∑

i,t,ω 1{Bj
it(ω)}

(25)

as the probability that at least a sale takes place with the realized return lies in the jth

bracket.

We plot the investor’s probability to sell shares as a function of past returns obtained

from holding these shares in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that consistent with empirical

evidences, the selling probability against past returns implied by our model is V-shaped,

i.e., a larger probability of selling for stocks with large gains or large losses since purchase.

This is because large price moves induce substantial revision of the investor’s estimate

of the stocks’ expected returns. Since most stocks have return predictors which are

positively correlated with prices, sharp decline in the price of a stock leads the investor

to conclude that the conditional expected return of this stock becomes much lower, hence

she tends to reduce her exposure to this stock by selling shares. On the other hand, if

25 Because multiple purchases and sales of the same stock can occur along a sample path, we use
the average holding time to annualize the returns to make them more comparable. To understand the
mechanism of the average holding time system, consider the following simple example: Assume on day 1,
the investor purchases 10 shares; on day 11, the investor purchases another 5 shares. Then the average
holding time of each share is 10× 10/15 = 6.67 days on day 11. Assume the investor does not make any
transaction between day 12 and 15, then on day 15, the average holding time is 10.67 days.
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Figure 3: V-shape in the probability of selling shares.
This figure shows the probability of selling shares against the annualized return. Default
parameter values: T = 5, β = 0.001, r = 0.01, N = 10, µ0i = 0.075, µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2,
g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5, σξi = 0.015, ρi = 0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for i = 1, ..., 9, µ0i = 0.03,
µ1i = 2, σSi = 0.2, g0i = 0.0, g1i = −0.5, σξi = 0.015, ρi = −0.6, Fi = $0.5, αi = 0, for
i = 10.

a stock appreciates in value substantially, she may also tend to sell shares to keep an

optimal exposure to this stock. On the contrary, small price changes can neither induce

substantial revision of the estimate of expected return, nor result in severe portfolio

imbalance, hence it is more likely that the investor do not trade due to the presence of

transaction costs.

3.5 The Case with Capital Gains Tax

We now turn to the case with capital gains tax. It is well known that with capital gains

tax and full capital loss tax rebate, it is optimal to realize losses immediately and delay

capital gains (e.g., Constantinides (1983)). This force acts against the disposition effect.

In this section, we show that even in the presence of capital gains tax and fully rebatable

capital losses, the disposition effect can still arise for portfolio rebalancing purposes.

To keep tractability and to show that return predictability is not critical for the overall

disposition effect, we assume the expected returns are constant in this section, i.e., µ1i = 0
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Figure 4: Optimal trading strategy for a single stock in the presence of capital gains tax.
This figure shows the snapshot of optimal trading boundaries at time t = 2.5 years.
Parameter values: T = 5, β = 0.001, r = 0.01, µ0 = 0.075, σS = 0.2, F = $0.5, and
α = 0.15.

for all i.26 In addition, we assume Stock 10 also has the same parameter values as the

first nine stocks to show that our main results are not driven by the different parameter

values of Stock 10. Similar to Section 3.1, we solve the model numerically and conduct

Monte Carlo simulations to calculate the disposition effect measures.

3.5.1 Optimal Trading Policy

We plot the optimal trading boundaries for a stock against the ratio k
y
in Figure 4. Note

that there is a gain if and only if k
y
< 1. As in the case without capital gains tax, it is also

optimal to keep stock risk exposure within a certain range, as suggested by the sell region

above the sell boundary and the buy region below the buy boundary. In contrast to the

case with capital gains tax but without transaction costs (as considered by the existing

literature, e.g., Constantinides (1983)), Figure 4 shows that it can be optimal to defer

the realization of capital losses, as indicated by the no-transaction region to the right of

k
y
= 1. In addition, even when it is optimal to realize capital losses, the realization can

26 With predictability as in the model in Section 2, we would have one more dimension for each stock,
which makes the optimization problem and simulation much more difficult. See Section A.3.2 for the
HJB equations in this case.
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be only a fraction of the losses, e.g., point A to point B. This is because the time value of

the tax rebate can be smaller than the transaction costs required, and realizing only part

of the losses can avoid the transaction costs needed for buying back some shares. Only

when the capital losses are large enough and the risk exposure is high enough does the

investor immediately realize all of the losses and then buy back some shares to achieve

the optimal risk exposure (e.g., point C to point D, and then to point E). Different from

the case without capital gains tax, the target amount for buying after the buy boundary

is reached is different from the target amount for selling after the sell boundary is reached

(e.g., point F to point G, point H to point I). This difference is a result of the additional

“transaction costs” in the form of tax payment/rebate upon selling. As shown in the

extant literature (e.g., Liu (2004)), the buy target lines and sell target lines are different

in the presence of both proportional and fixed transaction costs. The case with capital

gains tax and fixed transaction costs is similar to the case with proportional and fixed

transactions in this aspect, except that the buy target line may be above the sell target

line because of the tax rebate for losses (similar to a negative transaction cost).

3.5.2 Disposition Effect

As expected, the presence of capital gains tax increases the investor’s propensity to realize

losses and decrease her propensity to realize gains. However, there is still a significant

disposition effect even with capital gains tax. For example, Table 6 shows that all else

being equal, absent capital gains tax, PGR is equal to 0.146 and PLR is equal to 0.014,

which implies that the disposition measure DE = 0.132. With a capital gains tax rate

of 15%, PGR reduces to 0.110 and PLR increases to 0.096, which implies DE = 0.014.

Therefore, although capital gains tax tends to reduce the disposition effect, it does not

seem to eliminate it completely. The intuition is that with transaction costs, it is optimal

to defer even some large capital losses even when capital losses are fully rebatable. With

this deferral of losses, the main intuition provided previously still applies, although the

magnitude of the disposition effect is reduced due to the additional benefit of realizing

losses and deferring gains.
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Table 6: Disposition effect: the effect of capital gains tax

This table shows the average disposition effect measures with/without capital gains tax. The
results are obtained from 10,000 paths of Monte Carlo simulation in the model with CARA
utility, and 10 independent stocks. Parameter values: r = 0.01, β = 0.001, T = 5, µ0i = 0.075,
σSi = 0.2, Fi = $0.5, i = 1, ..., 10.

No capital gains tax 15% capital gains tax
PGR 0.146 0.110
PLR 0.014 0.096
DE 0.132*** 0.014***
PGL 0.955 0.795

4 Conclusion

The disposition effect, i.e., the tendency of investors to sell winners while holding on

to losers, has been widely documented. Behavioral explanations, such as loss aversion

and regret aversion, have dominated the extant literature. In this paper, we develop

an optimal portfolio rebalancing model in the presence of transaction costs. We show

that almost all of the disposition effect patterns found in the existing literature are

consistent with the optimal trading strategies implied by our model. In addition, our

model can also imply a disposition effect that closely matches the magnitudes found in

empirical studies. Therefore, how much of the disposition effect cannot be explained by

optimal portfolio rebalancing and must be attributed to other explanations constitutes

an empirical question for future studies.
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Appendix

In this appendix, we collect the proofs for our analytical results, provide some details

on HJB equations for various cases, present results on the probability of a sale and

expected time to sale for a gain versus a loss, and show that using CRRA preferences

with correlated stock returns does not change our main qualitative results.

A.1 Proof of Proposition 2.1:

Proof. Equation (20) can be rewritten as a linear complementarity problem (LCP):

∂V

∂t
+ LtV ≤ 0, (A-1)

V (t, x,y,k, z) ≥ MV (t, x,y,k, z), (A-2)

and in addition, if (A-1) holds with a strict inequality, then (A-2) must hold with equality.

We first verify that v(t, x,y,k, z) in (23) satisfies (A-1). It follows by

∂v

∂t
+ Ltv = −v

N
∑

i=1

(

∂ϕi

∂t
+ Lt

iϕi

)

≤ 0 (A-3)

since −v ≥ 0 by construction. To verify (A-2), we show for any δ ≥ −y, δ 6= 0

v(t, x,y,k, z) ≥ Mδv(t, x,y,k, z). (A-4)

For any fixed δ = {δ1, ..., δN}, denote by Iδ = {i : δi 6= 0}, then we have

ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi) ≥ ϕi

(

t, yi + δi, ki + (δi + Fi)1{δi>0} +
ki
yi
δi1{δi<0}, zi

)

−β

(

δi + Fi − αi

((

1−
ki
yi

)

δi + Fi

)

1{δi<0}

)

er(T−t)
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for i ∈ Iδ. Therefore,

v(t, x,y,k, z)

= − exp

{

− βxer(T−t) −
∑

i∈Iδ

ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi)−
∑

i/∈Iδ

ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi)

}

≥ − exp

{

− βxer(T−t) −
∑

i∈Iδ

ϕi

(

t, yi + δi, ki + (δi + Fi)1{δi>0} +
ki
yi
δi1{δi<0}, zi

)

+
∑

i∈Iδ

β

(

δi + Fi − αi

((

1−
ki
yi

)

δi + Fi

)

1{δi<0}

)

er(T−t) −
∑

i/∈Iδ

ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi)

}

= − exp

{

− βξ(x,y,k; δ)er(T−t) −
∑

i/∈Iδ

ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi)

−
∑

i∈Iδ

ϕi

(

t, yi + δi, ki + (δi + Fi)1{δi>0} +
ki
yi
δi1{δi<0}, zi

)}

= Mδv(t, x,y,k, z).

Because of the arbitrariness of δ we obtain (A-2).

Now, we verify that the complementarity condition is satisfied. Suppose

v(t, x,y,k, z) > Mv(t, x,y,k, z),

then it can be easily shown that

ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi) > Miϕi(t, yi, ki, zi),

for all i. Therefore
∂ϕi

∂t
+ Lt

iϕi = 0

for all i. Hence, we have

∂v

∂t
+ Ltv = −v

N
∑

i=1

(

∂ϕi

∂t
+ Lt

iϕi

)

= 0.

The terminal condition is clearly matched.
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A.2 Proof of Proposition 2.2:

Proof. We divide the proof into two steps. (a) It follows from Proposition 2.1 that

v(t, x,y,k, z) in (23) satisfies the HJB equation (20) with boundary condition (21). To

proceed, let (s, η) be an arbitrary set of admissible trading policy. For notational sim-

plicity, we denote by

v(t) = v(t, Xt,Yt,Kt,Zt).

Under regularity conditions, when sj < sj+1 ≤ T , we can apply the generalized version

of Itô’s lemma to yield

v(sj)− v(sj+1−)

=

∫ sj+1−

sj

(

−
∂v

∂t
− Ltv

)

ds−
N
∑

i=1

∂v

∂yi
σSiYisdB

S
is −

N
∑

i=1

∂v

∂zi
σZi(s)dB̂

S
is

≥

∫ sj+1−

sj

−
N
∑

i=1

∂v

∂yi
σSiYisdB

S
is −

N
∑

i=1

∂v

∂zi
σZi(s)dB̂

S
is,

where all of the partial derivatives are evaluated at (s,Xs,Ys,Ks,Zs). Under certain

integrability conditions, the optional stopping theorem implies that

Et

[
∫ t∗

t

∂v

∂yi
σSiYisdB

S
is

]

= 0

and

Et

[
∫ t∗

t

∂v

∂zi
σZi(s)dB̂

S
is

]

= 0

for any bounded stopping time t∗ ∈ [t, T ] and i = 1, ..., N . Therefore,

Et [v(sj)− v(sj+1−)] ≥ 0,

and consequently,

Et [v(sj)− v(sj+1)] ≥ Et [v(sj+1−)− v(sj+1)] .

At time sj+1, we have

v(sj+1) = Mηv(sj+1−) ≤ Mv(sj+1−) ≤ v(sj+1−).
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Hence

Et[v(sj)] ≥ Et [v(sj+1)] .

Starting from j = 0 and using iterative expectation, we have

Et[v(s0)] ≥ Et [v(sn)]

for any n such that sn ≤ T . Since t ≤ s0, similar analysis yields

v(t) = Et [v(t)] ≥ Et [v(s0)] ≥ Et [v(sn)] .

Due to Definition 2, for each sample path ω, we can find n∗(ω) < ∞ such that

n∗(ω) = sup{n : sn ≤ T}. Redefine sn∗+1 = T , then we have

v(t) ≥ Et [v(sn∗+1)] ,

which is equivalent to

v(t, x,y,k, z) ≥ Et

[

v(sn∗+1, Xsn∗+1
,Ysn∗+1

,Ksn∗+1
,Zsn∗+1

)
]

= Et [v(T,XT ,YT ,KT ,ZT )]

= Et

[

u

(

XT +

N
∑

i=1

(YiT − αi(YiT − Fi −KiT )− Fi)
+

)]

.

Since the strategy (s, η) is arbitrary, we have

v(t, x,y,k, z) ≥ V (t, x,y,k, z).

(b) Under some regularity conditions, the stated policy (denoted by (τ, δ)) is admis-

sible. In addition, when the stated policy is chosen as the trading policy, all of the

inequalities in the proof of part (a) become equalities, which implies that

v(t, x,y,k, z) = V τ,δ(t, x,y,k, z) ≤ V (t, x,y,k, z),
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where V τ,δ is the value function when (τ, δ) is chosen as the trading policy. Combined

with (a), we have

v(t, x,y,k, z) = V (t, x,y,k, z)

and (τ, δ) is the optimal trading policy.

A.3 HJB equations in special cases

A.3.1 The case without capital gains tax

In this case, the value function V does not depend on k, and ϕi does not depend on ki.

With a slight abuse of notations, we still denote by ϕi(t, yi, zi) = ϕi(t, yi, ki, zi). Equation

(22) then reduces to











max{∂ϕi

∂t
+ Lt

iϕi, sup
δi∈[−yi,∞)\{0}

{ϕi(t, yi + δi, zi)− β(δi + Fi)e
r(T−t)} − ϕi(t, yi, zi)} = 0,

ϕi(T, yi, zi) = β(yi − Fi)
+.

(A-5)

To further simplify, we define a new function

φi(t, yi, zi) = ϕi(t, yi, zi)− βyie
r(T−t).

It follows that the constraint

ϕi(t, yi, zi) ≥ sup
δi∈[−yi,∞)\{0}

{ϕi(t, yi + δi, zi)− β(δi + Fi)e
r(T−t)}

implied by Equation (A-5) reduces to

φi(t, yi, zi) ≥ sup
δi∈[−yi,∞)\{0}

{φi(t, yi + δi, zi)− βFie
r(T−t)}

= sup
y∗i ∈[0,∞)\{yi}

φi(t, y
∗
i , zi)− βFie

r(T−t).
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Straightforward calculation yields that φi(t, yi, zi) satisfies











max{∂φi

∂t
+ L̄t

iφi, sup
y∗
i
∈[0,∞)\{yi}

φi(t, y
∗
i , zi)− βFie

r(T−t) − φi(t, yi, zi)} = 0,

φi(T, yi, zi) = βi((yi − Fi)
+ − yi),

(A-6)

where

L̄t
iφi = Lt

iφi − σ2
Siy

2
i βe

r(T−t)∂φi

∂yi
− ρiσSiσZiyiβe

r(T−t)∂φi

∂zi
+

(µ0i + µ1izi − r)yiβe
r(T−t) −

1

2
σ2
Siy

2
i β

2e2r(T−t).

Note that portfolio rebalancing takes place whenever

φi(t, yi, zi) = sup
y∗i ∈[0,∞)\{yi}

φi(t, y
∗
i , zi)− βFie

r(T−t).

Clearly this is equivalent to

φi(t, yi, zi) = sup
y∗i ∈[0,∞)

φi(t, y
∗
i , zi)− βFie

r(T−t),

otherwise, we have y∗i = yi, and hence βFie
r(T−t) = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore

y∗i (t, zi) = arg max
y∗i ∈[0,∞)

φi(t, y
∗
i , zi)

is the target amount towards which the investor rebalances her position in Stock i, given

Zit = zi. The continuity of solution φi(t, yi, zi) implies that, near the curve yi = y∗i (t, zi),

one has:

φi(t, yi, zi) > φi(t, y
∗
i (t, zi), zi)− βFie

r(T−t)

since βFie
r(T−t) > 0. Therefore, the investor should not trade Stock i if the value of her

position in Stock i is sufficiently close to its target level. We define the sell boundary as:

u(t, zi) = inf{yi > y∗i (t, zi) : φi(t, yi, zi) = φi(t, y
∗
i (t, zi), zi)− βFie

r(T−t)}, (A-7)
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and the buy boundary as:

l(t, zi) = sup{yi < y∗i (t, zi) : φi(t, yi, zi) = φi(t, y
∗
i (t, zi), zi)− βFie

r(T−t)}. (A-8)

Then, the investor’s optimal trading policy is: purchasing stock whenever Yit ≤ l(t, Zit)

if l(t, Zit) > 0, and selling stock whenever Yit ≥ u(t, Zit), so that the after-trade position

is exactly on the target amount line.27

A.3.2 The case with capital gains tax but no predictability

In this case, the value function V does not depend on z, and ϕi does not depend on zi.

Equation (22) reduces to







max{∂ϕi

∂t
+ L̂iϕi, M̂iϕi − ϕi} = 0,

ϕi(T, yi, ki) = β [yi − αi(yi − Fi − ki)− Fi]
+ ,

(A-9)

for (t, yi, ki) ∈ [0, T ]× R+ ×R+, where

L̂iϕi = µ0iyi
∂ϕi

∂yi
+

1

2
σ2
Siy

2
i

[

∂2ϕi

∂y2i
−

(

∂ϕi

∂yi

)2
]

and

M̂iϕi = sup
δi∈[−yi,∞)\{0}

{

ϕi

(

t, yi + δi, ki + (δi + Fi)1{δi>0} +
ki
yi
δi1{δi<0}

)

−β

(

δi + Fi − αi

((

1−
ki
yi

)

δi + Fi

)

1{δi<0}

)

er(T−t)

}

.

A.4 Probability of a sale as a gain and expected time

to sale

We can also compute the probability that an initial purchase of a stock will be sold as

a gain versus a loss and the average time it takes to such a sale through solving partial

27 In definitions (A-7) and (A-8), we use the conventions that inf ∅ = ∞ and sup ∅ = −∞.
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differential equations instead of by simulations. If there are additional purchases after

the initial purchase but before reaching the sell boundary, then whether the sale is a

gain or a loss depends on the additional purchase prices. Accordingly, to simplify the

analysis, we restrict the computation to the paths in which after the initial purchase, the

sell boundary is reached before the buy boundary. We illustrate this approach for a single

stock, say Stock 1. Let τ tl = inf{s ≥ t : Ys = l(s, Zs)} and τ tu = inf{s ≥ t : Ys = u(s, Zs)}

be the first times to reach the buy boundary y = l(t, z) and the sell boundary y = u(t, z),

respectively. Let y0 and z0 denote the initial purchase amount and the initial value of the

predictive variable respectively. Then we can use the Laplace transform of the stopping

time τ tu to compute the probability and the expected time as follows. Define

g(t, y, z; y0, z0, α) = Et

[

e−ατ tu1{Y
τtu

>y0}|τ
t
u < min{τ tl , T}, Yt = y, Zt = z

]

,

which is equal to:

f(t, y, z; y0, z0)/h(t, y, z; y0, z0),

where

f(t, y, z; y0, z0) = Et

[

e−ατ tu1{yτu>y0,τu<min{τl,T}}|yt = y, zt = z
]

and

h(t, y, z; y0, z0) = Et

[

1{τu<min{τl,T}}|yt = y, zt = z
]

.

Applying Ito’s lemma, we have

ft + Lf − αf = 0, ht + Lh− αh = 0,

where L is as defined in (16) with N = 1, and the boundary and terminal conditions are

f(t, l(t, z), z; y0, z0) = 0, f(t, u(t, z), z; y0, z0) = 1{u(t,z)>y0}, f(T, y, z; y0, z0) = 0

and

h(t, l(t, z), z; y0, z0) = 0, h(t, u(t, z), z; y0, z0) = 1, h(T, y, z; y0, z0) = 0.

The conditional probability that the initial position at (y0, z0) is sold with a gain,

conditional on the time t position of (y, z) and reaching the sell boundary before the
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buy boundary, is then equal to g(t, y, z; y0, z0, 0), and the corresponding expected time is

equal to −∂g(t,y,z;y0,z0,0)
∂α

.

We plot the conditional probability and the ratio of corresponding expected time for

a loss to that for a gain against the stock return volatility σ and the long-term average

return µ0 for Stock 1 in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Figure 5 shows that it is much more

likely that a share bought is sold with a gain. Consistent with the disposition effect, this

probability is far above 0.5 and can be more than 0.9. Figure 6 shows that the expected

time to a sale for a loss can be significantly longer than that for a gain, which is also

consistent with the disposition effect. In addition, both the probability and the ratio

increase with volatility σS and the long-term average return µ0. Greater volatility and

greater average return increase the chance and reduce the time that it takes for the sell

boundary to be reached with a gain.
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Figure 5: The probability that a sale is a gain.
Parameter values: T = 5, β = 0.001, r = 0.01, µ0 = 0.10, µ1 = 1.20, σS = 0.25, g0 = 0.00,
g1 = −0.50, σZ = 0.015, ρ = 0.60. z0 = 0, F = $0.5, α = 0, y0 is the target amount
associated with z0.
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Figure 6: The ratio of the expected time to a sale for a loss to that for a gain.
Parameter values: T = 5, β = 0.001, r = 0.01, µ0 = 0.10, µ1 = 1.20, σS = 0.25, g0 = 0.00,
g1 = −0.50, σZ = 0.015, ρ = 0.60. z0 = 0, F = $0.5, α = 0, y0 is the target amount
associated with z0.
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A.5 Results for CRRA utility function

In this section, we show that the assumptions of CARA preferences, return predictabil-

ity, and return independence are not critical for the presence of the disposition effect

in a portfolio rebalancing model. We also provide an alternative portfolio rebalancing

justification for complete liquidation of a stock position: committed consumption.

It is widely documented that a large portion of the average household’s budget is com-

mitted to ensure a certain critical level of consumption (e.g., Fratantoni (2001), Chetty

and Szeidl (2007)). Committed consumption can be caused by sources such as housing

and other durable goods consumption that is costly to adjust, habit formation, meeting

fixed financial obligations (e.g., mortgage and tuition payments), and precautionary sav-

ings against unemployment or health shocks. In addition, investors rarely short stocks

or borrow to buy stocks. Accordingly, we assume that the investor must invest at least

Ce−r(T−t) in the risk free asset at time t to ensure that the terminal wealth at time T is

above a minimum level of C.28

To understand why it can be optimal to liquidate the entire position in a stock and to

display the disposition effect in a portfolio rebalancing model, in this section we focus on

the simplest case in which there are only two stocks: Stock 1 and Stock 2.29 In addition,

in order to maintain tractability, we assume that Stock 1 is perfectly liquid (i.e., F1 = 0)

and stock returns are constant (i.e., µ1i = 0, i = 1, 2). The two Brownian motions BS
1t

and BS
2t are allowed to have a correlation coefficient of ρ ∈ [−1, 1]. In addition, we assume

that there is no capital gains tax.

28 We view a continuous-time model as an approximation of discrete-time trading in practice. As Liu
(2014) shows, with discrete-time trading and a solvency constraint, an investor must invest at least the
present value of the committed consumption level in the risk-free asset.

29 To match the magnitude of the disposition effect, one needs to extend to the case with multiple
illiquid stocks as we did in the main text. With CRRA preferences, it is no longer feasible to separate the
investor’s multi-stock rebalancing problem into individual stock rebalancing problems. Therefore, one
needs to solve numerically a multi-dimensional optimal impulse control problem, which is much more
time-consuming than solving the model in the main text.
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We denote by Xt and Yt the time t dollar amount invested in the liquid assets (Stock 1

plus the risk free asset) and in Stock 2 , respectively. Let 0 ≤ τ1 < τ2 < · · · < τn < ... ≤ T

be the time points when Stock 2 is traded. Then we have

dXt = rXtdt+ ξt(µ01 − r)dt+ ξtσS1dB
S
1t, (A-10)

dYt = µ02Ytdt+ σS2YtdB
S
2t, (A-11)

for t ∈ [τi, τi+1), where ξt represents the dollar amount invested in Stock 1 at time t. At

the transaction time τi, we have

Xτi = Xτ−i
− δτi − F2, (A-12)

Yτi = Yτ−i
+ δτi , (A-13)

where δτi represents the trading amount of Stock 2 .

We assume no short-selling or borrowing, and the investor is required to be solvent

at all time. Thus we have the following constraints:30

Xt − ξt ≥ Ce−r(T−t), ξt ≥ 0, Yt ≥ 0. (A-14)

Given an initial endowment (X0, Y0) that satisfies the solvency constraints, the in-

vestor’s objective is to choose {τ, δ, ξ} to maximize the expected utility E[u(WT )] de-

rived from her wealth at time T , subject to Equations (A-10)-(A-13) and the solvency

constraints (A-14), where

u(W ) =
W 1−γ

1− γ
,

and γ > 0 but 6= 1 is the relative risk-aversion coefficient.

A.5.1 Optimal trading policy

In the numerical calculations, we assume that Stock 1 has an expected return of 7.5%

and a volatility of 20%, Stock 2 has an expected return of 6% and a volatility of 20%,

the correlation coefficient between the two stocks is -0.3, the interest rate is 1%, the

fixed trading cost is $0.5, the committed consumption level is $10,000, the relative risk-

30 Even when Yt < F2, the investor can hold her stock position without violating the solvency.
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Table 7:

Baseline parameter values: CRRA preference with committed consumption

This table summarizes the baseline parameter values that we use to illustrate our results in the
model with CRRA preference and committed consumption. Annualization applies whenever
applicable.

Parameter Symbol Baseline value
Risk-free rate r 0.01
Expected return of Stock 1 µ1 0.075
Volatility of Stock 1 σ1 0.2
Expected return of Stock 2 µ2 0.06
Volatility of Stock 2 σ2 0.2
Correlation between the returns ρ -0.3
Fixed transaction cost of trading Stock 2 F2 $0.5
Investment horizon (years) T 5
Relative risk-aversion coefficient γ 3
Committed consumption level C $10,000

aversion coefficient is 3, and the investment horizon is five years. We report these baseline

parameter values in Table 7.

We first plot the optimal trading policy at time t = 2.5 in Figure 7. When the

portfolio weight (rather than dollar amount, as in the CARA case) in Stock 2 exceeds

the sell boundary, the investor sells a lump sum amount of the stock so that the portfolio

weight in Stock 2 drops to the middle target ratio line. When the portfolio weight drops

below the buy boundary, the investor buys a lump sum amount so that the portfolio

weight increases to the target ratio line. Trading direction is marked on the figure, and

note that the total liquidation of Stock 2 is possible when the disposable wealth is small.

Intuitively, this is because when the disposable wealth level is low, the investment in risky

assets is small, and thus the expected return dominates risk and the investor optimally

chooses to hold only the stock with the highest expected return, i.e., Stock 1 . Different

from the model in the main text, the total liquidation is driven by a decline in wealth

instead of the expected excess return turning sufficiently negative.

A.5.2 Disposition effects

We now conduct the same analysis as previously by computing the ratios PLR, PGR,

and PGL using Monte Carlo simulations. We report the results in Table 8. Table 8

shows that even with a CRRA preference, the disposition effect exists across a large
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Figure 7: Optimal buy and sell boundary with CRRA utility.
This figure shows the optimal trading boundaries in the model with CRRA preference
and committed consumption, at t = 2.5 years. Parameter values: µ1 = 0.075, σ1 = 0.2,
µ2 = 0.06, σ2 = 0.2, ρ = −0.3, r = 0.01, C = $10, 000, F = $0.5, T = 5, and γ = 3.

Table 8: Overall disposition effect

This table shows the results obtained from 100,000 simulated paths, with various initial dispos-
able wealth w0 (normalized by the committed consumption C). DE = PGR−PLR. Parameter
values: µ1 = 0.075, σ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 0.06, σ2 = 0.2, ρ = −0.3, r = 0.01, C = $10, 000, F = $0.5,
T = 5, and γ = 3. The symbol *** indicates a statistical significance level of 1%.

w0/C 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4

PGR 0.771 0.818 0.791 0.768 0.757 0.735

PLR 0.164 0.095 0.074 0.082 0.092 0.103

DE 0.607*** 0.723*** 0.717*** 0.685*** 0.665*** 0.633***
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Table 9: Disposition effect among sales with a complete liquidation of Stock 2

This table shows the results obtained from 100,000 simulated paths, with various initial dispos-
able wealth w0 (normalized by the committed consumption C). DE = PGR−PLR. Parameter
values: µ1 = 0.075, σ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 0.06, σ2 = 0.2, ρ = −0.3, r = 0.01, C = $10, 000, F = $0.5,
T = 5, and γ = 3. The symbol *** indicates a statistical significance level of 1%.

w0/C 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4

PGR 0.732 0.978 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

PLR 0.230 0.145 0.150 0.174 0.185 0.193

DE 0.502*** 0.832*** 0.850*** 0.826*** 0.815*** 0.807***

range of initial wealth levels (note that wealth effect does exist with CRRA preference).

For example, at w0/C = 0.1, the PGR is equal to 0.732, while PLR is only 0.230. In

addition, in all of the sales, more than 87% are with a gain. These results suggest that

the assumption of a CARA preference in the main text is not critical for our results.

To determine if the disposition effect can still appear in the subsample in which an

investor sells the entire position in a stock, we next restrict our analysis to the subsample

paths along which the investor liquidates the entire position of Stock 2 and report the

corresponding results in Table 9. Table 9 shows that indeed our portfolio rebalancing

model can generate the disposition effect. For example, when the disposable wealth to

the committed consumption ratio is 0.2, we find that the PGR is equal to 1.000, while

PLR is only 0.150, implying a statistically significant disposition effect of 0.850.
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